Abstract
Introduction

15
Amorphous track models (ATMs) disregard the stochastic energy depo- HCPs cannot be distinguished from a photon field.
26
The response to irradiation with HCPs of type T and energy E can there- ing the corresponding d E,T (r) to the sampled particle (Fig. 2) . The detector 39 is thought to be homogenous, perpendicular to the beam in (x, y), and of 40 negligible thickness ∆z. The relative efficiency η can then be estimated by 41 averaging the local response s over all grid elements:
has to be repeated many times in order to converge -or a large detector 46 grid has to be simulated. 
54
• r max is the maximum seondary electron range in the field, so P is only 55 influenced by tracks within a circle C of radius r max around P (Fig. 2) . 
with R(d) = D −1 (r) (Fig. 1) .
• As n is Poisson distributed, F is the distribution function of a com-66 pound Poisson process:
• The derivative f (d) of F (d) can then be eventually used to compute 68 the macroscopic HCP response as the expected local response s :
and used in Eq. (1) to get the η. A similar procedure for d provides 70 a quality check as it has to meet D.
71
This description enables F to be determined from the explicitly given distri-72 bution function F 1 in the case of monoenergetic particle fields. It can easily 73 be extended to mixed particle fields by using the adjusted F 1 from Eq.(6) in
74
Eq.(3) with p E,T being the relative fluence and R E,T the inverse radial dose 75 distribution for the composing particles
One can chose a µ start << 1 with µ = 2 m · µ start so that multiple events 
and of the density related to a single track
Performing m successive convolutions on these two components, i.e. replacing 
will eventually yield f (d). 
